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Privacy Decorative Slats
for Chain Link and
Ornamental Fencing

Privacy Decorative Slats
(PDS®) for Chain Link and
Ornamental Fencing

Bottom Lock

For over 30 years, Pexco PDS® HDPE Fence Products has
been the largest manufacturer of chain link and ornamental
fence enhancement products, marketed under the PDS® brand
name. Produced in our west and east coast manufacturing
facilities, PDS® Fence Products are available through most
fence distributors in the U.S. and Canada.

Materials
Most of our fence products are extruded from High Density
Polyethylene (HDPE), color pigments and ultra violet (UV)
inhibitors, specifically designed to retard the harmful effects
of the sun and lengthen the life of the product.

Durability
Our fence products are resistant to: severe weather
conditions, salt water, sand, road dirt, most acids, alcohol,
alkaline, ammonia, petroleum distillates and common
environmental pollutants.

Maintenance
Pressure cleaning of surface contaminants is quickly
accomplished with plain water.

Bottom Lock utilizes our patented bottom locking
channel system providing a “snap-in” locking effect for
security and deters vandalism at an affordable price.

Wind Load Disclaimer
Pexco will not be responsible for fence damage resulting from
wind load conditions due to insufficient structural support.

Limited Warranty
Pexco PDS® Fence Products carry an extensive, pro-rata
warranty against breakage under normal conditions. See each
product page for years of coverage or write Pexco for full
warranty information.

Standard Colors*

white green brown black beige gray redwood royal
								
blue

light
blue

*Exact representation of slat colors in printing is difficult. Please refer
to actual color samples for final matching.

Patents
Covered by one or more of the following U.S. patents:
5,165,664 / 5,184,801 / 5,234,199 / 5,584,468, RE35, 208 / 5,687,957 /
5,806,839 / 6,068,243 / 7,207,551
Covered by one or more of the following Canadian patents:
2,161,852 / 2,186,986 / 2,208,822 / 2,508,189.

Made in the USA

Design
Bottom-lock slats are flat and tubular in shape, with
reinforced “legs” inside for extra durability.
Installation Instructions
Step 1 Insert locking channel horizontally in first full
diamond at bottom of fence with open side facing up.
Step 2 Insert vertical slats with beveled/notched end
downward. Slat engages and interlocks with bottom rail.
Step 3 Push the vertical slat into the horizontal channel
to lock in place.
Standard Heights
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10 and 12 feet. Special heights available
upon request.
Wind Load and Privacy Factor
Approximately 75%.
Slat Length
3½" shorter than overall height of fence.
Bottom-Locking Channel
10 feet provided in each bag.
Warranty 25 years pro-rata.

Slat
Type

Slat
Width

Mesh
Size

Wire
Gauge

Slats
Per Bag

Bottom Lock 2"
Bottom Lock 2¼"
Bottom Lock 1¾"

13/32"
1¼"
7
/8"
7
/8"

2"
2¼" or 2³/8"
1¾"
2"

8, 9 or 11
11½" or 12½"
8, 9 or 11
6

82
78
97
97

Top Lock

Winged Slat

®

Top Lock utilizes a top-locking mechanism located near
the top of the slats for easy installation and to ensure a
clean, straight edge, enhancing its appearance.
Design
Top-Locking Slats are flat and tubular in shape, with
circular, notched-out holes located near the top of the slat.
Installation Instructions
Step 1 No need to kneel, simply insert the slats vertically
from top to bottom, keeping the locking holes on top.
Step 2 Thread the flexible locking channel horizontally through
the notched holes in the slats. These holes are elliptical to
ensure they always stay open for fast and easy threading.
Step 3 For extra security, insert a pop-rivet through locking
channel and one slat.
Standard Heights
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10 & 12 feet. Special heights available upon
request.
Wind Load and Privacy Factor
Approximately 75%.
Slat Length
2" shorter than the overall height of fence.
Flexible, Top-Locking Channel
10 feet provided in each bag.
Warranty 25 years pro-rata.
Slat
Type

Slat
Width

Mesh
Size

Wire
Gauge

Slats
Per Bag

Top Lock 2"
Top Lock 2¼"
Top Lock 1¾"

1 /32"
1¼"
7
/8"
7
/8"

2"
2¼" or 2 ³/8"
1¾"
2"

8, 9 or 11
11½" or 12½"
8, 9, or 11
6

82
78
97
97

3

With the proven quality and durability of our standard
slats, plus unique “wings” for extra screening and security,
the slats are self-locking – no channels are needed!
Design
Our patented Winged Slat has a rigid, flat-tubular body,
with “legs” inside for extra support. Flexible and resilient
wing portions are positioned on each side of the slat body.
Serrations are added to the wings for easier installation
and locking power.
Installation Instructions
Insert vertical slats with angle cut end downward. Winged
portion interlocks with chain link knuckles.
Standard Heights
4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 feet. For heights exceeding 7 feet, (2)
two half sizes (i.e. for 10 ft. fence use two 5 ft. slats) are
recommended. This will help during installation and will not
lessen privacy.
Wind Load and Privacy Factor
Approximately 90%. (Based on wire/mesh used – stretch
tension)
Slat Length
2" shorter than the overall height of fence.
Warranty 25 years pro-rata.

Slat
Type

Slat
Width

Mesh
Size

Wire
Gauge

Slats
Per Bag

Winged Slat

1¼"

2"

9" only

82

LiteLink

Industrial Pre-Woven

™

LiteLink is a single wall “M” shaped slat that gives
visual screening and color enhancement at our most
affordable price. It also uses our patented BottomLocking system.
Design
Compact and lightweight, LiteLink’s unique shape enables
the slat to self stack. It comes packaged in a box, making it
easy to ship and efficient to store.
Installation Instructions
Step 1 Insert locking channel horizontally in first full
diamond at bottom of fence with open side facing up.
Step 2 Insert vertical slats with interlocking tab downward.
Slat engages and interlocks with bottom rail.
Step 3 Push the vertical slat into the horizontal channel
to lock in place.
Standard Heights
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10 and 12 feet. Special heights available
upon request.
Wind Load and Privacy Factor
Approximately 75%.
Slat Length
3½" shorter than overall height of fence.
Bottom-Locking Channel
10 feet provided in each bag.
Warranty 7 years pro-rata.

Slat
Type

Slat
Width

Mesh
Size

Wire
Gauge

Slats
Per Box

LiteLink

1¼"

2", 2¼" or 2³/8"

9, 11 or 11½"

82

Industrial Pre-Woven is a uniquely styled slat that is
mechanically inserted into the chain link wire during the
weaving process. Once inserted, the wire is finished
above and below the slat (either bow-knuckle or
knuckle-over).
Design
Industrial pre-woven slats are flat and tubular in shape, with
reinforced “legs” inside for extra durability.
Installation
Because this slat comes pre-inserted in the chain link
fabric, just stretch the wire and tie it up. The result is a
fully slatted fence with sight reduction.
Standard Heights
4, 5, 6, 7, 8,10 and 12 feet. Special heights available
upon request.
Wind Load and Privacy Factor
Approximately 75%.
Upon Special Request
Available in bags that cover 25 linear feet for hand
installation jobs.
Note
Pexco is the manufacturer of the slats only. We do not
weave the wire. For pre-woven products please contact
your fence supplier or contact us for a supplier near you.
Warranty 25 years pro-rata.
Slat
Type

Industrial

Slat
Width

Mesh
Size

Wire
Gauge

2³/8" 3½" x 5" 9 or 10

Slats
Per Crate

Approx.
Coverage
Per Crate

2014
(106 pieces per bag)

475 linear
feet

HedgeLink

Safety Top Cap

™

™

HedgeLink is a unique chain link fence enhancement,
creating a natural hedge look that requires no
maintenance.
Design
Core is made with 16-gauge, braided galvanized wire.
Blue Spruce colored needles are made with 3-mil PVC.
Installation
Requires no locking device or tools and installs much like
our Winged Slats® – installing vertically from top to bottom.
Insert HedgeLink slats vertically top to bottom, with angle
cut end downward, while revolving the slat clockwise with
your fingers for easier installation.
Standard Heights
4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 10 feet.
Fence Size
For most fence sizes. Not intended for use with minimesh wire.
Wind Load and Privacy Factor
Approximately 90%.
Features
UV stabilized to protect against the harmful rays of the sun.
Flame retardant.
Note
Do not mix HedgeLink with any other manufacturer’s
inferior hedge product – color shades are different.
Warranty 10 years pro-rata.
Slat
Type

Mesh
Size

Wire
Gauge

Slats
Per Box

Approx.
Coverage
Per Box

HedgeLink

2", 2¼" or 2 ³/8"

9,11 or 11½"

82

10 linear feet

Safety Top Cap™ serves two purposes. First, the unique
design provides protection against bodily injury by
covering the exposed knuckles or barbs on top of chain
link fences. Second, it displays nicely as a decorative
trim piece complementing any chain link fence system.
Design
Durable and flexible plastic in an open tubular shape.
Installation
Simply “snap” over the top of the fence and lock to the
wire mesh with steel hog-rings (included) through the (3)
three pre-drilled holes on each piece.
Multiple Uses
Primarily used in our safety yellow color for baseball
outfields. This product is also growing in popularity at
athletic fields, parks, playgrounds and recreational facilities
throughout the country.
Security
Resists vandalism by using the hog-rings to permanently
attach the Safety Top Cap to the fence.
Colors
Safety Top Cap colors include our
standard slat colors and the 2
additional colors shown here.
safety
red
yellow
Warranty 25 years pro-rata.

Cap
Height

Cap
Width

Cap
Length

Contents
Per Bag

Coverage Per Bag

5½"

2¾"

8'

5 top caps
15 hog-rings

40 linear feet

Fence Weave

FinLink

®

®

The FinLink® slat offers an increased degree of coverage
with a unique configuration of (3) three privacy fins.
Design
Our unique patented design includes a rigid, flat tubular
body, with “legs” inside for extra support. Three flexible fins
(two on one side and one on the other) are positioned on
the sides of the slat body. The FinLink fins are not serrated,
thus providing a smooth finished look.
Installation Instructions
Step 1 Insert locking channel horizontally in first full
diamond at bottom of fence with open side facing up.
Step 2 Insert vertical slats with bevel end downward.
Step 3 Push the vertical slat into the horizontal channel
until securely to the bottom of channel.
Standard Heights
4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 feet.
Wind Load and Privacy Factor
Approximately 90%.
Slat Length
3½" shorter than overall height of fence.
Bottom-Locking Channel
10 feet provided in each bag.
Warranty 25 years pro-rata.

Fence Weave® is the do-it-yourself solution for
homeowners looking to easily turn their ordinary chain link
fence into an attractive and efficient privacy enclosure.
Design
Fence weave slats are created out of flexible polyethylene
extrusion (LDPE) and are available in a wide range of
attractive colors.
Installation
Simply weave our product into chain link fence, cut and fasten
with the provided copper fasteners for easy installation.
Standard Heights
Each roll is 250 feet long and covers 40 square feet.
Wind Load and Privacy Factor
Approximately 70%.
Warranty 5 years pro-rata.

Slat
Type

Slat
Width

Mesh
Size

Wire
Gauge

Slats
Per Bag

Slat
Type

Slat
Width

Mesh
Size

Wire
Gauge

Approx.
Coverage
Per Box

FinLink

1³/8"

2", 2¼" or 2³/8"

11

82

Fence
Weave

17/8"

2", 2¼" or 2³/8"

9, 11, 11½
or 12½

40 square
feet

